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We discuss the problem of estimating a frequency via N-qubit probes undergoing in-
dependent dephasing channels that can be continuously monitored via homodyne or
photo-detection. We derive the corresponding analytical solutions for the conditional
states, for generic initial states and for arbitrary efficiency of the continuous monitoring.
For the detection strategies considered, we show that: i) in the case of perfect continuous
detection, the quantum Fisher information (QFI) of the conditional states is equal to
the one obtained in the noiseless dynamics; ii) for smaller detection efficiencies, the QFI
of the conditional state is equal to the QFI of a state undergoing the (unconditional)
dephasing dynamics, but with an effectively reduced noise parameter.
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1. Introduction

Peculiar properties of quantum mechanics, such as entanglement and squeezing, can

be exploited to design quantum estimation schemes with a precision that cannot

be obtained via purely classical resources [1–4]. Frequency estimation is one of the

most paradigmatic examples of quantum-enhanced metrology: the frequency ω is

unitarily encoded in the state of N qubits as a rotation around one of the axes

of each qubit’s Bloch sphere. If the qubits are initially prepared in an entangled

state, the precision on the estimation of the parameter ω follows the so-called

Heisenberg scaling 1/N , yielding thus an enhancement of order O(
√
N) compared to

1
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the classical SQL scaling 1/
√
N that is obtained when the qubits are prepared in a

separable state [5]. For frequency estimation with an open system, where each qubit

undergoes the same dephasing dynamics, it is known that the Heisenberg scaling

is readily lost for non-zero noise: initial quantum correlations in the probe state

can only provide a constant enhancement [6, 7]. This is in fact a specific instance

of a more general no-go result that applies to generic noisy quantum metrology

protocols [8, 9].

In this manuscript, we consider a dephasing noise caused by the interaction of

the qubits with independent quantum environments and not by classical fluctua-

tions in the Hamiltonian. We assume that all these environmental degrees of freedom

are (at least partially) accessible and measured continuously in time, leading to a

stochastic conditional dynamics for the N -qubit state. Continuous measurements

have been proposed for different quantum estimation problems, e.g. for magnetom-

etry [10–14], phase tracking [15, 16], waveform estimation [17], state estimation and

generic dynamical parameters [18–28]. In particular, in our previous paper [29] we

have shown the usefulness of continuous monitoring to counteract the effect of noise

in frequency estimation.

In [29] we have shown that, for initial GHZ states and perfectly efficient contin-

uous monitoring of the environment, the Heisenberg scaling can in fact be restored,

both for dephasing and for noise transversal to the Hamiltonian generating the

rotation. While several other approaches around the no-go theorems in the pres-

ence of pure dephasing, obtaining super-classical scalings by exploiting temporal

correlations of the environment, were already presented in the literature [30–33],

this was the first example where the effect of Markovian dephasing, caused by the

interaction with a quantum environment, has been counteracted.

In this work we focus on Markovian dephasing noise only and we expand on

the results of [29], presenting considerably more general results, that are valid for

arbitrary initial states. Furthermore, we now present a fully analytical solution of

the dynamics for generic efficiency of the monitoring, for both continuous photo-

detection and homodyne detection, while previously the case of inefficient detection

was treated numerically.

The manuscript is structured as follows: in Sec. 2 we give a brief introduction

on the dynamics of N qubits rotating with frequency ω and subjected to dephasing

noise; in particular we discuss both the unconditional and the conditional dynamics

due to either continuous photo-detection and homodyne detection. In Sec. 3 we

review the methods needed to assess quantum parameter estimation in continuously

monitored quantum systems, while in Sec. 4 we present our results, that is, the

analytical solutions for the conditional states under continuous monitoring and the

consequences on the effectiveness of these strategies for frequency estimation. Sec. 5

concludes the manuscript with some remarks and outlooks.
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2. Conditional and unconditional dynamics

We consider a system of N qubits (e.g. two-level atoms) undergoing a collective

rotation with frequency ω around the z axis and with dephasing noise acting inde-

pendently on each qubit with strength κ. The dynamics of the state ̺t is described

by the following Lindblad master equation

d̺t
dt

= Lω,κ̺t = −i[Hω, ̺t] +
κ

2

N∑

j=1

D
[
σ(j)
z

]
̺t

= −i
ω

2

∑

j

[
σ(j)
z , ̺t

]
+

κ

2




N∑

j=1

σ(j)
z ̺tσ

(j)
z −N̺t



 , (1)

where σ
(i)
z denotes the z-Pauli matrix acting on the i-th qubit, i.e.

σ(i)
z = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

i−1

⊗σz ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−i

; (2)

we have also introduced the dissipation superoperator D, defined as

D[A]• = A •A† − 1

2

{
A†A, •

}
(3)

and the Lindbladian superoperator Lω,κ, the generator of the dynamical semi-

group [34, 35]. The Hamiltonian is Hω = ωJz (we set ~ = 1), where we defined the

collective spin operator Jz = 1
2

∑N
j=0 σ

(j)
z .

Roughly speaking, this situation can be modelled as N trains of independent

incoming input bosonic modes, all in the vacuum state, each interacting with one

of the qubits for an infinitesimal amount of time. When the output modes after

the interaction are traced away, we get the unconditional evolution described by

Eq. (1); for a detailed treatment of this derivation of the Lindblad master equation

see, e.g., [36].

In this work we consider the possibility of continuously measuring the environ-

ment causing the dephasing, i.e. sequentially measuring the output modes after

the interaction with the system [37–39]. This corresponds to a (weak) continu-

ous monitoring of the N local observables σ
(j)
z [40, 41]. Depending on the type of

measurement performed on the output modes, we get different unravellings of the

Markovian master equation (1). In this work, we will consider photo-detection (PD)

and homodyne detection (HD).

The dynamics of the conditional state (denoted as ̺(c)) of a continuously moni-

tored quantum system is described by stochastic master equations (SMEs) [40–42].

For time-continuous PD of each dephasing channel (with the same efficiency η), the

evolution is described by the stochastic master equation

d̺
(c)
t = − iω

[
Jz , ̺

(c)
t

]
dt + (1 − η)

κ

2

∑

j

D
[
σ(j)
z

]
̺
(c)
t dt

+
∑

j

(
σ(j)
z ̺

(c)
t σ(j)

z − ̺
(c)
t

)
dNj , (4)
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where the terms dNj denote independent Poisson increments taking value 0 (no-

click event) or 1 (detector click event), all with the same average value E[dNj ] =

η κ
2dt. Because of the unitarity of the collapse operators σz , the statistics of the

Poisson processes is independent of the state of the system. This means that the

measurement records Nj(t) contain “only noise” and no information about the state

and the dynamics. We notice that, differently from the general case of non-unitary

collapse operators, the trace-preserving SME (4) is linear in ̺t.

For time-continuous HD on each output we have a diffusive SME:

d̺
(c)
t = −i[Hω, ̺

(c)
t ] dt +

κ

2

∑

j

D[σj
z ]̺

(c)
t dt +

√
ηκ

2

∑

j

H[σ(j)
z eiθ]̺

(c)
t dwj , (5)

where H[c]̺ = c̺+̺c†−Tr[̺(c+c†)]̺. This is an Itô stochastic differential equation,

where dwj = dyj − 2 cos θ
√
ηTr[̺

(c)
t σ

(j)
z ] represent independent Wiener increments,

formally defined by the identities dwjdwk = δjkdt [43]. The actual measurement

results, i.e. the observed photocurrents, are encoded in the stochastic processes

dyj = dwj + 2 cos θ
√
ηTr[̺

(c)
t σ

(j)
z ]. The parameter θ represents the angle of the HD

on the output modes. Both SMEs (5) and (4) give the unconditional Markovian

master equation (1) when averaged over all the stochastic processes.

While in general the SME (5) is non-linear in ̺(c), we notice that for the ho-

modyne angle θ = π/2 we are again in the situation of observing only noise and

getting no information about the evolution, since we get dyj = dwj . Similarly to

the PD case the SME then becomes linear:

d̺
(c)
t =



−iω
[
Ĵz, ̺

(c)
t

]
+

κ

2

∑

j

D
[
σ(j)
z

]
̺
(c)
t



dt + i

√
ηκ

2

∑

j

[
σ(j)
z , ̺

(c)
t

]
dwj . (6)

Even if there are cases, as we have shown, in which the trace-preserving SME

itself is linear, in general, for any trace-preserving nonlinear SME there is a cor-

responding linear trace-decreasing SME. These linear equations are used to obtain

closed form solutions [40, 41, 44] and they are the fundamental tool to perform sta-

tistical inference with continuously monitored systems [45]. The crucial observation

is that the norm of the unnormalized states represents a likelihood function for the

observed measurement record [20] (even if it does not represent the true probability

of the observed photo-current in general [46]).

3. Quantum estimation with continuously monitored systems

3.1. Quantum estimation theory

The problem of estimating the unknown value of a real parameter characterizing a

probability distribution is a fundamental one in science. In particular, this statistical

setting becomes even more fundamental when dealing with quantum-mechanical

systems, since a probabilistic description of an experiment is intrinsically built into

the theory. Quantum estimation theory [47–51] studies the problem of how to best

estimate parameters encoded in quantum states.
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Fundamental results in this field are the classical and quantum Cramr-Rao

bounds (CRBs). The precision of an unbiased estimator, quantified by its stan-

dard deviation, is lower bounded as

δω ≥ 1√
MF [p(x|ω)]

≥ 1√
MQ[̺ω]

, (7)

where M is the number of repetitions of the experiment. The first inequality is

the classical CRB for a particular measurement (a POVM with elements Πx ≥
0

∑
x Πx = 1), where F [p(x|ω)] = Ep[(∂ω ln p(x|ω))2] is the Fisher information

(FI) of the probability distribution, obtained from the Born rule p(x|ω) = Tr[̺ωΠx].

By optimizing the FI over all possible POVMs we get the second inequality, the

quantum CRB, where the quantum Fisher information (QFI) is defined as [52]

Q[̺ω] = max
POVMs

F [p(x|ω)] = lim
ǫ→0

8(1 − F [̺ω, ̺ω+ǫ])

ǫ2
(8)

in terms of the fidelity F [̺, σ] =
∥∥√̺

√
σ
∥∥
1
, where ‖A‖1 = Tr

[√
AA†

]
is the trace

norm.

The quantum CRB can be saturated by performing the optimal local measure-

ment, even though in general the saturation happens asymptotically for M → ∞
using an adaptive procedure [53]. From (8) we can immediately notice that the QFI

is invariant if a parameter-independent unitary is applied to the state ̺ω, since the

fidelity is invariant if the same unitary is applied to both states. In other words,

for any parameter-independent unitary applied to the state, one can apply the in-

verse unitary to the elements of the original optimal POVM to get the new optimal

POVM, which gives exactly the same optimal probability distribution.

3.2. Ultimate QFI

In the context of continuously-monitored quantum systems we need to introduce a

slightly more general set of tools. In this scenario, the ultimate limit to the precision

in estimating the parameter ω comes from considering the information contained

in the joint state of system and environment |ΨSE(ω)〉 (assuming an initial pure

state for the system). We call the QFI of this global state the ultimate QFI and we

denote it with a bar. This quantity can be computed from the overlap between the

states for different values of the parameter

QLω,κ
= 4∂ω1∂ω2 log|〈ΨSE(ω1)|ΨSE(ω2)〉|

∣∣∣
ω1=ω2=ω

, (9)

this expression is equivalent to the general formula (8) for pure states. In this

notation we make the dependence on the Lindbladian explicit, to stress that the

ultimate QFI does not depend on the specific unravelling.

In general, obtaining an expression for the state |ΨSE〉 is a hard task, but

there is a method based on a modified master equation to compute the fidelity

〈ΨSE(ω1)|ΨSE(ω2)〉 without obtaining the state [21, 54, 55]. This technique is fun-

damental to obtain the results for frequency estimation with continuous monitoring
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of observables transversal to the Hamiltonian [29]. However, in this paper we deal

with collapse operators that commute with the Hamiltonian and calculations are

greatly simplified. As a matter of fact, whenever the collapse operators commute

with the Hamiltonian Ĥω, the ultimate QFI QLω,κ
is equal to the QFI of the state

evolving under the unitary dynamics generated by Ĥω, as shown in [29].

3.3. Effective QFI

When a continuous measurement is performed, each observed time-continuous out-

come, or trajectory, has a certain probability that we heuristically denote ptraj,

independently of the nature of the measurement (PD or HD). Clearly, if such a

probability depends on the parameter ω, it is possible to use this outcomes to learn

the value of the parameter and the corresponding CRB depends on the classical FI

F [ptraj] =
∑

traj

(∂ωptraj)
2

ptraj
, (10)

where the summation is over all the possible trajectories that can followed by the

system.

This quantity can be computed by simulating the stochastic master equation,

together with an additional master equation as shown in [20], see also [29] for a sta-

ble implementation of this method that takes advantage of the Kraus operator form

of the infinitesimal evolution introduced in [56]. We also mention that for Gaussian

systems, Gaussian measurements and Gaussian dynamics, the computation can be

performed more effectively in the phase-space picture [26].

The conditional evolution induced by the continuous measurement also allows

the possibility to perform a traditional strong measurement on the final conditional

state and therefore we have to take into account the QFI of the conditional states.

The correct figure of merit for this setting was introduced in [14] and dubbed ef-

fective QFI (see also [57–60] where analogous quantities are studied in different

contexts). The effective QFI is defined as the classical FI for the continuous mea-

surement plus the average QFI of the conditional states:

Q̃unr,η = F [ptraj] +
∑

traj

ptrajQ[̺(c)] , (11)

where the subscript unr stresses that this quantity depends on the particular unrav-

elling, i.e., the particular detection scheme. This quantity is always greater than or

equal to the QFI of the unconditional state (a property called extended convexity

of the QFI [61, 62]) and smaller than the ultimate QFI:

Q[̺unc] ≤ Q̃unr,η ≤ QLω,κ
. (12)

4. Results

In this section we show that the effective QFI Q̃unr,η for η = 1 can be equal to

the QFI of the noiseless unitary dynamics, thus saturating the ultimate bound
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QLω,κ
. On the other hand, for η < 1 the result is the same as for the unconditional

dynamics, but with a rescaled coupling constant κ(1 − η).

In particular, we find that this happens when all the information about the pa-

rameter is in the conditional states and no information is gained from the continuous

monitoring, namely F [ptraj] = 0 and thus Q̃unr,η =
∑

traj ptrajQ[̺(c)].

Interestingly, this way of monitoring the environment, where only noise is mea-

sured and no information about the state of the system is gained, can be used to

reduce decoherence by a factor (1− η) by implementing a Markovian feedback [63].

We stress that our approach is different because it is not necessary to apply any

feedback to take advantage of the improved metrological power of the conditional

states. On the other hand, this strategy works only for parallel noise, while the

feedback scheme works for any Hermitian collapse operator, such as transversal

noise with collapse operators σ
(j)
x .

In this scenario of “purely noisy” monitoring, our result follows from the fact

that is possible to recast the conditional evolution as a random unitary transforma-

tion followed by the unconditional evolution (the map obtained by exponentiating

the Lindbladian) with a rescaled coupling strength κ.

4.1. Photo-detection

It is convenient to rewrite the linear PD-SME (4) asa

d̺t = Lω,(1−η)κ̺tdt +
∑

j

(Kj − I)dNj̺t ; (13)

where we have introduced the super-operators Kj• = σ
(j)
z • σ

(j)
z and the identity

superoperator I• = •.

We can now exploit the following identity for Poisson processes [41,

Eq. (3.162) p.131]:

1 + AdN = elog(1+A)dN = (A + 1)dN , (14)

the first equality comes from

elog(1+A)dN =

∞∑

n=0

[log(1 + A)dN ]
n

n!
= 1 +

∞∑

n=1

log(1 + A)ndNn

n!
=

= 1 +

(
∞∑

n=1

log(1 + A)n

n!

)
dN = 1 +

(
elog(1+A) − 1

)
dN =

= 1 + AdN

(15)

where we used the property of Poisson processes dN = dN2 = dNn. The second

equality comes straight-forwardly as elog(1+A)dN = elog[(1+A)dN ] = (1 + A)dN .

aFor brevity, in this section we omit the superscript (c) on the conditional states.
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The identity (14) holds not only for scalars but also when A is an operator or

a superoperator, the only crucial property is that the exponential is defined as a

power series (and in this case 1 represents the identity operator/superoperator). In

particular we will need the following identities

I + (Kj − I)dNj = KdNj

j , (16)

that can be obtained in the same way from the following substitutions 1 7→ I and

A 7→ Kj − I.

Using Eq. (16) we can now show that at first order in dt we have [64]

̺t+dt = ̺t + d̺t = eLω,(1−η)κdt




N∏

j=1

KdNj

j



̺t . (17)

We show this by expanding the rhs at first order in dt:

eLω,(1−η)κdt




N∏

j=1

KdNj

j



̺t =

N∏

j=1

(
I + Lω,(1−η)κdt

)
[I + (Kj − I)dNj ]̺t = (18)

= ̺t + Lω,(1−η)κ̺tdt +

N∑

j

(Kj − I)dNj̺t = (19)

= ̺t + d̺t. (20)

To get from (18) to (19) we have used the property of Poisson processes dt dNj = 0

as well as the fact the all the processes are independent, so that dNjdNk = δjk dNk;

finally to get to (20) we have used the stochastic increment (13). We can rewrite

the infinitesimal evolution of the density operator more explicitly as

̺t+dt =




∏

j

σ(j)
z

dNj



(eLω,(1−η)κdt ̺t
)



∏

j

σ(j)
z

dNj



 , (21)

where we have also exchanged the order of the action of the superoperators, since

they commute. This identity is true up to order dt and we can think about it as

the unconditional dynamics with a rescaled coupling κ(1 − η), followed by random

“spin-flips”.

Since all the superoperators applied to the state commute, the solution is trivial

and iterating the infinitesimal evolution amounts to integrating the various expo-

nents separately, therefore we get to

̺t =



∏

j

σ(j)
z

Nj(t)


(eLω,(1−η)κt ̺t

)


∏

j

σ(j)
z

Nj(t)




= e−iπ2
∑

j
σ(j)
z Nj(t)

(
eLω,(1−η)κt ̺t

)
ei

π
2

∑
j
σ(j)
z Nj(t) ,

(22)

where the random variable Nj(t) =
∫ t

0
dNj counts the number of detections at the

j-th detector.
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Since all the operators appearing in this formula are commuting, the evolution

of each conditional state can also be obtained as the solution of the master equation

(1) with a reduced dephasing rate (1 − η)κ and an extra term in the Hamiltonian:

H = Hω +
π

2

∑

j

βj(t)σ
(j)
z , (23)

where βj(t) = dNj/dt is a stochastic term, satisfying the Poissonian statistics de-

fined above. By averaging over the stochastic process, one obtains the unconditional

dephasing dynamics, while a continuous observation in time of the classical stochas-

tic process allows to obtain the conditional states. It is in fact well known that

Markovian dephasing is equivalent to the average dynamics obtained by putting a

stochastic term in the system Hamiltonian [65–69]. Remarkably, we have derived

the same results starting from a fully quantum approach, that is, considering the

interaction of the system with a quantum environment, represented by trains of in-

coming bosonic input modes, with the classical stochastic terms appearing because

of the measurement performed on the environment.

The spin flips depending on the random Poisson processes are parameter-

independent unitaries and thus they do not affect the QFI of the state. It follows

that the QFI of each conditional state is exactly equal to the QFI of the uncondi-

tional one, but with a rescaled coupling κ 7→ κ(1 − η). For η = 1 the QFI of each

conditional state (and thus also the average QFI) is equal to the noiseless case and

saturates the ultimate bound QLω
.

The fact that for perfectly efficient detectors is possible to re-obtain the noiseless

QFI was already shown in [29] for GHZ initial states by means of a more intuitive

argument. On the other hand, the effect of inefficient detection was only inferred

from the numerical simulations, while we now have an analytical argument, that

also applies for any input state of N qubits.

4.2. Homodyne detection

In our previous paper [29] we considered HD with angle θ = 0 and we have observed

numerically that this unravelling is not optimal, since it does not give an effective

QFI equal to the noiseless case, even for perfectly efficient detection. Here, we show

that by measuring the appropriate quadrature it is possible to leave all the infor-

mation in the conditional states, while getting no information from the observed

photocurrent, exactly as in the PD case.

As shown previously, by choosing θ = π/2 the observed photocurrent is again

only noise and no signal, i.e. dyt = dwt and the corresponding classical FI vanishes.

With this choice the dynamics is described by the SME (6), that we can rewrite

compactly as

d̺t = Lω,κ̺tdt + i

√
ηκ

2

∑

j

[
σ(j)
z , ̺t

]
dwj , (24)
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Similarly to the case of Poissonian processes, we can write the infinitesimal evolution

̺t+dt = eLω,(1−η)κdt
(
ei
√

ηκ
2

∑
j dwjσ

(j)
z ̺t e

−i
√

ηκ
2

∑
j dwjσ

(j)
z

)
. (25)

This identity can be verified by expanding the exponentials and keeping the terms

up to order dt, keeping in mind the properties of the Wiener increments dwjdwk =

δjkdt. As in the previous case, the equation can be integrated easily, since all the

operators commute with each other, and we can rearrange the terms to rewrite the

evolved conditional state as

̺t = ei
√

ηκ
2

∑
j
Wj(t)σ

(j)
z

(
eLω,(1−η)κt̺0

)
e−i

√
ηκ
2

∑
j
Wj(t)σ

(j)
z , (26)

where the random variables Wj(t) =
∫ t

0 dwj are normally distributed with mean

0 and variance t. As in the case of continuous photo-detection, the formula above

shows that the evolution of the conditional states is completely equivalent to the

one that we would obtain by considering the Markovian master equation (1) with

a reduced dephasing rate (1 − η)κ and then by modifying the Hamiltonian as

H = Hω −
√

ηκ

2

∑

j

ξj(t)σ
(j)
z , (27)

where ξj(t) = dwj/dt is a white noise stochastic term.

We can see again that each conditional state differs from a purely Hamiltonian

evolution only by a random unitary transformation. For η = 1, the QFI of each

conditional state (and thus also the average QFI) is equal to the noiseless case and

therefore we can saturate the ultimate bound even with homodyne monitoring. On

the other hand, for inefficient monitoring, one obtains the same results of noisy

case, but with a reduced effective dephasing rate (1 − η)κ.

5. Conclusions

We have shown that by continuously monitoring the dephasing channels acting

on N -qubit systems it is possible to recast the conditional evolution as a random

unitary (which roughly speaking depends on the sum of all the observed outcomes)

plus the unconditional dephasing evolution with a decreased strength (1 − η)κ.

From the point of view of quantum metrology, this results implies that the QFI

of the conditional states is equal to the QFI of the unconditional dynamics with

a rescaled dephasing strength, since the random unitaries do not depend on the

frequency and thus do not affect the QFI. For perfect efficiency, the QFI of all the

conditional states is equal to the QFI of the initial state evolved noiselessly. This

result is in agreement with the more general results obtained in [70], where it is

shown how it is in general possible to perfectly counteract the effect of a noisy chan-

nel by measuring the environment if and only if the open evolution can be written

as an ensembles of random unitaries and thus the measurement on the environment

gives no information about the input state. While the perfect cancellation of the

noisy channel explained in [70] requires in general a final unitary dependent on the
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measurement outcomes, we have not considered this step, since the QFI is invariant

under unitary transformations. However, we remark that in general the observed

outcomes will be needed to implement the optimal measurement.

We stress that, differently from our previous work [29], these new results are

independent from the initial state. If we restrict to a GHZ initial state, the relevant

quantities that describe the conditional states for photo-detection and homodyne

are respectively N̄(t) =
∑

j Nj(t) and W̄ (t) =
∑

j Wj(t). From a physical and

practical point of view, this shows that in this case one does not need to monitor

the N independent channels with N detectors, since the same conditional evolution

can be obtained by employing a single detector that monitors the corresponding

total photo-counts or photo-current.

We finally remark that these results can be readily extended to the case of

non-linear quantum metrology in many-body open quantum systems undergoing

single-body and many-body dephasing [71].
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